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S1. Likelihood Derivation

To calibrate the tissue-level model against population-level data from SEER, we need to derive the

model-based likelihood function. To this end, we first compute the model-based incidence rates

and link them to available SEER data. To this end, we introduce σ2, the time to first successful

cancer cell, which has distribution [1]

P (σ2 < t) = 1− etλ(φ(t)−1),

where

φ(t) =
1

t

∫ t

0

exp
(
−θs3

)
ds, (1)

and

λ ≡ Nu1s̄1, θ ≡ u2s̄2πc
2
2(s1)

3
. (2)

Evaluating the integral in (1) we find

P(σ2 < t) = 1− exp

[
λ

3θ1/3
γ(1/3, θt3)− tλ

]
, (3)

where the lower incomplete Γ-function is defined as γ(a, x) =
∫ x

0
ta−1e−tdt. With the arrival of the

first successful cancer cell at time σ2, the lesion first starts growing as carcinoma in situ (CIS),

then becomes invasive, and will be diagnosed at time σ3. CIS is still confined to the stratified

epithelial architecture and grows at radial expansion speed c2(s2). Upon invasion (penetration

of the basement membrane) however, the tissue architecture is disrupted. In addition, the time

between invasion and diagnosis is highly variable and depends not only on the tumor growth rate,

but also medical surveillance of the patient. Therefore, we model the time from birth of the first

malignant type 2 cell to diagnosis, ∆t23 = σ3 − σ2 with an exponential distribution with rate ψ.
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Under these assumptions, we find

P(σ3 < t) = P(σ2 + ∆t23 ≤ t) =

∫ t

0

P(σ2 < t− s)P(∆t23 = s)ds, (4)

where P(∆t23 = s) = ψe−ψs is the probability density function of ∆t23, and hence

P(σ3 < t) = 1− e−ψt − ψe−ψt
∫ t

0

exp

(
λ

3θ1/3
γ(1/3, θτ 3)− τλ+ ψτ

)
dτ. (5)

According to (5), the model has three different parameter groups λ, θ and ψ. To fit the model to

the age-specific incidence data from SEER, we first computed the probability for a person to get

cancer during the year [y, y + 1], conditioned on being healthy at the beginning of the year,

P(σ3 ∈ [y, y + 1]|σ3 ≥ y) =
P(σ3 ∈ [y, y + 1])

S(y)
= 1− exp

(
−
∫ y+1

y

h(s)ds

)
, (6)

where S(t) := P(σ3 ≥ t) is the survival function and h(t) is the hazard function for cancer incidence,

defined as

h(t) := lim
∆t→0

1

∆t
P(t ≤ σ3 < t+ ∆t|σ3 ≥ t) = −S

′(t)

S(t)
.

From SEER we only have information of an aggregate hazard rate ĥi = ni/Ni, where i = 1, . . . , 12

indicates the age group (15− 19, . . . , 70− 74 years), and Ni and ni are the number of susceptible

individuals and incident cancer cases in age group i. Accordingly, we introduced hi as the model-

based average hazard rate for age group i:

hi ≡
1

5

∫ a+i

a−i

h(t)dt = −1

5

∫ a+i

a−i

S ′(t)

S(t)
dt =

1

5
log

S(a−i )

a+
i

, i = 1, . . . , 12, (7)

where a−i and a+
i are the lower and upper bounds of age group i. The model-based incidence of

individuals in age group i is then given by

P(σ3 ∈ [y, y + 1]|σ3 ≥ y) = 1− e−hi ≈ hi, (8)
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where the approximation is justified by the fact that cancer incidence rates are small, hi � 1.

Because the number of new annual cases in each age group is Poisson distributed with mean

ρi = hiNi, the corresponding likelihood function is given by

L({ni}|Θ) =
12∏
i=1

P (ni|Θ) =
12∏
i=1

e−ρi ρni
i

ni!
, (9)

where Θ = (λ, θ, ψ) denotes the three parameter groups, and the log-likelihood is given by

l({ni}|Θ) =
12∑
i=1

log
e−ρi ρni

i

ni!
∝

12∑
i=1

ni log ρi − ρi. (10)

The log-likelihood was then used for computational parameter inference as explained in the main

text of the manuscript.

Justification of Age Restriction for Parameter Inference

The SEER-based age-specific incidence curve for HPV-negative HNSCC up to the oldest age group

of 85+ years has a peaked profile, see the red stars in Figure 2B of the main text. The model devel-

oped here cannot capture such a peaked incidence profile because it predicts a monotone increasing

age-specific incidence. However, it remains to determine whether the observed peak in incidence

is due to an age-related biological phenomenon, or whether it is due to age-dependent baseline

risk distributions in the population. While it is plausible that there are age-related changes in the

biologic model parameters, we have not found compelling and consistent evidence in the literature.

On the other hand, we explain now how changing baseline risk distributions can instead account

for the peaked incidence profile.

HPV-negative HNSCC occur predominantly among tobacco smokers [2, 3]. For this reason, we

dichotomized the population into a low-risk and a high-risk group, respectively, and assumed

that only the high-risk group was susceptible to HNSCC (see also main text). Between 2005-

2012, The cross-sectional prevalence of current smokers in the US was approximately 20% for

ages 18-65 years, and approximately 9% in the 65+ group (no further stratification within this

age group provided) [4]. The drop among older ages is likely due to substantial excess mortality
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among smokers (lung cancer, vascular and respiratory diseases) that leads to a 10-year drop in

life expectancy [5]. In other words, the high-risk group for HPV-negative HNSCC constitutes

about 20% of the general population at younger ages, but because many members of the high-risk

group die of other diseases around age 70 (life expectancy is about 79 in the general population,

www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/life-expectancy.htm), the prevalence of smokers decreases substantially

at older ages and leads to an altered distribution of baseline risk in the population. The resulting

peaked cancer incidence profile is common for tobacco-related neoplasms; see e.g. age-specific in-

cidence data for lung cancer [6].

There is a growing body of literature aimed at modeling peaked (and bimodal) cancer incidence

profiles using frailty models, see e.g. [7] and references 2-5 therein. We could therefore extend

our model to account for a mixture of baseline risks in a frailty approach and fit the entire

incidence profile. However, because this would considerably increase the model complexity and

concomitantly increase uncertainty around biologic parameters relevant for our study, we carefully

evaluated this option. We are, first and foremost, interested in understanding the biology of

carcinogenesis as opposed to fitting the incidence pattern up to old ages. Based on the above

discussion, the peaked profile is likely due to changing baseline risks rather than age-related

biologic aspects of carcinogenesis, and we believe that increasing the model complexity would not

affect our conclusions regarding trends in excision margin size. For this reason, we decided to

truncate the incidence data instead. After comparing fits up to 59, 64, 69, 74 and 79 years (in the

vicinity of the life expectancy of smokers), respectively, we decided to truncate at age 74 years,

which still provides a good fit to the data, see Figure 1 in the main text.

S2. Literature-Based Parameter Estimates

In section S2.1 to S2.4, we provide estimates for the microscopic model parameters, see also Table

1 for a summary. In section S2.5 we derive the resulting order of magnitude estimates for the

parameter groups λ, θ and ψ.

S2.1. Number of basal PCs. The total surface area of the oral cavity is estimated to be

214.7± 12.9 cm2 [13]. 20% of this area is taken up by teeth, and hence the total lining surface of
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Parameter Description Estimate References Section

N Number of basal PCs 106 Calculated B.1
T̄c Effective PC cycle time 25 days Calculated B.2
s1 Relative fitness (field vs normal) 0.4 [8, 9, 10] B.3
s2 Relative fitness (cancer vs field) 1 [8, 9, 10] B.3

c2(s1) Radial expansion velocity (field) 0.4 Calculated B.3
u1s̄1 Successful mutation rate: normal to field 4× 10−11 Calculated B.4
u2 Mutation rate: field to cancer initiation 10−7 [11, 12] B.4

Table 1: Microscopic model parameters. Summary of parameters relevant for the microscopic disease pro-
gression model. For c2(s1), space is measured in units of distance between adjacent progenitor cells (PC); rates u1

and u2 are measured in units of [T−1
C ].

the oral cavity is approximately 171.76cm2 [13]. Masticatory mucosa represents 25%, specialized

mucosa 15%, and lining mucosa 60% of the oral lining [14], which means that the lining mucosa

makes up about 103 cm2. A more recent study [15] found a total oral lining surface of 197±24.2cm2,

and 60% of this is 118.2cm2. Hence we work with a surface of 110cm2. Based on a cell diameter

estimate of 34µm [16], this yields an estimated nB = 9.5 · 106 basal cells. However, it has been

shown that only a fraction ρ of basal cells are long-lived PCs, whereas the remaining cells in

the basal layer are transit-amplifying cells [17, 18]. To estimate ρ, we invoke the homeostatic

equilibrium which implies that the number of cells created in the basal layer has to match the

number of cells required to renew the tissue on a periodic basis. More precisely,

Tr ρ nB η fc ≈ nBH,

where Tr is the tissue turnover time, which is approximately Tr = 14 and Tr = 20 days for buccal

mucosa and floor of mouth, respectively [14]; η = 8− 32 is a reasonable range for the numbers of

cells each transit-amplifying cell will produce before terminal differentiation; 1/fc ≈ 63 hours is

the cell-cycle time of PCs in the basal layer [19]; H is the thickness of the epithelium and varies

with location: 294µm and and 99 − 113µm for buccal mucosa and floor of mouth, respectively

[20] – assuming uniform size of cells across the epithelium, this translates into an average tissue

thickness of H ∼ 9 for buccal mucosa and H ∼ 3 for floor of mouth. Solving the above equation

for

ρ ≈ H

fcηTr
,
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we estimate ρ ∼ 0.05 − 0.2 for buccal mucosa, and ρ ∼ 0.01 − 0.05 for floor of the mouth. Since

the buccal mucosa has a larger surface area than the floor of the mouth, we assume ρ ∼ 0.1 which

yields an estimated number of basal stem cells in the oral cavity of N ∼ 106. The same order of

magnitude estimate applies when accounting for hypopharynx and larynx in addition to the oral

cavity.

S2.2. Effective PC cycle time. Since we focus on the N long-lived PCs in the basal layer, the

effective PC cycling time is dictated by the frequency of symmetric stem cell divisions that lead to

lateral replacement of one PC by its neighbor. The fraction r of division events that yield two PCs

is unknown for human tissues, but was estimated to be r ≈ 0.1 for the mouse tail epithelium and

mouse esophageous [17, 18]. Using their estimate together with the PC cycle time of 1/fc ≈ 63

hours [19], we estimate that symmetric division has a mean period of T̄c ∼ 25 days.

S2.3. Growth advantage of neoplastic cells. The relative growth advantage of type-1 cells

(field) over type-0 cells (normal tissue) is estimated to be s1 ≈ 0.4 according to Ki-67 staining

studies. More precisely, the Ki-67 index was found to be 1.4-fold higher in low-grade dysplasia

compared to normal mucosa in [21], and 1.44-fold higher in moderate dysplasia compared to nor-

mal mucosa in [22]. Based on this estimate for s1, the radial expansion speed of the field can be

estimated from simulations of the underlying microscopic model, see [1]. Based on Figure 3 in [1],

we find c2(0.4) ≈ 0.4. Similar calculations for high-grade compared to low-grade dysplasia, and

for severe compared to moderate dysplasia yield approximations of s2 ≈ 1.3 [21] and s2 ≈ 0.8 [22],

respectively. For the order of magnitude calculations, we set s2 ≈ 1.

S2.4. Mutation rates. The human somatic mutation rate is estimated to be on the order of 10−9

per site per cell division [11]. Given that the average coding sequence length for genes in humans

is approximately 103 base pairs [12], we estimate that the mutation rate per tumor suppressor

gene or oncogene is on the order of 10−7 per cell division. We further assume that smoking leads

to a four-fold increase in mutation rates [23]. Although there is substantial inter-patient variation

with respect to mutated genes in HNSCC, the group of affected pathways and related driver
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mutations is relatively small [24]. Thus, we estimate the mutation rate from precancerous (type

1) to cancerous (type 2) cells to be u2 ∼ 4 · 10−7 per cell division. Estimating the mutation rate

u1 from normal to field is more complicated because it is a two-step process. In a first step there

is initiation of a patch of mildly dysplastic cells (at cellular rate u1,a), and in a second step, there

is progression to the actual precancer field (at rate u1,b). Denoting by ν01 the probability that a

single patch cell (type 0∗ cell) gives rise to a successful field cell (type 1) before its progeny dies

out is (see Theorem 2 in [25])

ν01 ≈ π−1/2 (u1,bs̄1)1/2 log1/2 (1/u1,bs̄1) .

Based on the above estimates for the oncogene/tumor suppressor gene mutation rates u1,a, u1,b ∼

4 · 10−7, and s1 = 0.4, we find ν01 ≈ 7.6 × 10−4. It follows that a normal field cell gives rise to a

successful type 1 mutation at rate u1,aν01 ∼ 3× 10−10. Translating this into the model framework

developed in the methods section of the manuscript, this quantity corresponds to u1s̄1.

S2.5. Parameter group estimates.

• λ = Nu1s̄1 = Nu1,aν01. From Table 1, we find that in units of lateral stem cell division, [T−1
C ],

λ ∼ 106 × 3× 10−10 = 3× 10−4. Converting to a yearly rate, [y−1], we find λ ∼ 4.5× 10−3.

• θ = π
3
u2s̄2c

2
2(s1). From Table 1 we estimate θ ∼ 3.4 × 10−8 [T−3

c ], which translates into

θ ∼ 1× 10−4 in units of [y−3].

• ψ = ψ is the rate of transition from the first cancerous cell to diagnosis. The corresponding

random time includes development into carcinoma in situ, invasion of the surrounding tissue,

growth to clinically detectable disease, and any additional time from detectable disease to

diagnosis. The latter may be substantial because roughly 2/3 of patients get diagnosed with

regional or distant metastases [26]. Given that the mean sojourn time (time from screen-

detectable to clinically detectable disease) for head and neck cancer was estimated to be of

the order of one year [27, 28], we expect the mean time from first type 2 cell to diagnosis to

be 5-10 years, resulting in a rate estimate of ψ ∼ 10−1 per year.
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S3. Field Calculations

Below, we use the abbreviation c2 ≡ c2(s1).

Size of local field at diagnosis. The size distribution of the local field at time of CIS initiation

was found to be [1]

P (Rl(σ2) = r | σ2 = t) =
ζ r2

(1− e−θt3)
exp

[
−ζr

3

3

]
, r ∈ [0, c2t], (11)

where we have introduced a new parameter group,

ζ ≡ u2s̄2π

c2

=
3θ

c3
2

. (12)

To derive the size distribution of the local field at time of diagnosis σ3, we notice first that

P (Rl(t) = r|σ3 = t) =

∫ t

0

P (Rl(t) = r|σ3 = t, σ2 = s) P (σ2 = s|σ3 = t) ds, (13)

where

P (Rl(t) = r | σ3 = t, σ2 = s) =P (Rl(s) + c2(s1)∆t23 = r | σ2 = s,∆t23 = t− s)

=P (Rl(s) = r − c2(s1)(t− s) | σ2 = s) ,

which is specified by (11). From (11), (13), Baye’s rule, and the distribution for σ2 in (3) we find

that for r ∈ [0, c2t] the density function is given by

P (Rl(t) = r|σ3 = t) =

∫ t

0

P (Rl(s) = r − c2(t− s)|σ2 = s)
P (σ2 = s) P (∆t23 = t− s)

P (σ3 = t)
ds

=
ψλζ

−S ′(t)

∫ t

0

1s≥t−r/c2 (r − c2(t− s))2 e−ζ(r−c2(t−s))3/3+sλ(φ(s)−1)−ψ(t−s)ds,

(14)

where S ′(t) is the derivative of the survival function S(t) = P(σ3 ≥ t) and φ(s) is defined in (1).

Scaling property of local field size. We see from (11) that the mean conditional radius at σ2,

or E(Rl|σ2 = t), scales linearly with c2. Hence the same holds true for the expected radius at time
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of diagnosis, or E(Rl|σ3 = t). Therefore, by considering a normalized expected field radius, the

dependence on c2 can be eliminated.

Number of independent fields at diagnosis. Next, we compute the distribution of the number

of cancer fields at the time of diagnosis. We previously calculated the distribution of the number

of precancer fields M at time of CIS initiation [1]

P(M(t) = m|σ2 = t) =
(tλφ(t))m−1

(m− 1)!
e−tλφ(t), m ≥ 1, (15)

and P(M(t) = 0|σ2 = t) = 0, which yields E (M(t)|σ2 = t) = 1 + λtφ(t). By means of (15) we

find, for m ≥ 1,

P (M(t) = m|σ3 = t) =

∫ t

0

P (M(t) = m|σ3 = t, σ2 = s)P (σ2 = s|σ3 = t) ds

=
m−1∑
k=0

∫ t

0

P(M(s) = m− k|σ2 = s)P(M̃(t− s) = k)P (σ2 = s|σ3 = t) ds,

(16)

where M̃(t) is a Poisson process with rate λ and counts the number of additional fields that are

created between σ2 and σ3,

P
(
M̃(t− s) = k

)
=

(λ(t− s))ke−λ(t−s)

k!
.

Using Bayes’ rule for the last factor in (16), we find

P (M(t) = m|σ3 = t) =
ψλe−(λ+ψ)t

−S ′(t)

m−1∑
k=0

∫ t

0

(sλφ(s))m−k−1

(m− k − 1)!

(λ(t− s))k

k!

(
1− e−θs3

)
e−(2λ+ψ)sds

(17)

which can be used to calculate the probability of two or more fields being present at time of

diagnosis (see main text).
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Figure 1: *
Figure S1: Classical multistage model fit for HPV-negative HNSCC. The SEER-based incidence data

(blue crosses) is fit using the classical multistage model of carcinogenesis (red solid line). The slope was found to

be 2.09, corresponding to n = 3 rate limiting mutations to development of HPV-negative HNSCC.

S4. Classical Multistage Model

For the sake of comparison with our spatial model, we applied the classical non-spatial multistage

model by Armitage and Doll [29] to the SEER incidence data on HPV-negative HNSCC. According

to this model, the incidence rate is proportional to tn−1, where t is the exposure time (recall that

we assumed exposure to start at age 15), and n is the number of mutations necessary to develop

cancer. Linear regression of the log-log plot of data yields n ≈ 3 steps, see Figure S1. While

this corresponds well with the current understanding of phenotypic progression of HNSCC as

outlined in the main text, the fit is rather poor: it overestimates incidence at younger ages, and

overestimates it at older ages.
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